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At That Moment
 
At That Moment
When you looked into my eyes
When you held my hand tight
When you smiled so bright
Time seemed to slow down... Time seemed to stop somehow,
At that moment
You moved closer to me, and I moved closer to you
I felt the warmth of your lips, so soft, so beautiful
As they gently touched mine
At that moment in time
I had dreamed and imagined of that moment
Never knowing if it would be, could be, should be
But now I know without fear
That my dreams and my imagination
Were like looking at  A waterless tear
like looking at a colorless photo so old
 A moonless night so dark and cold...
Compared to the moment
Your lips gently touched mine
That beautiful moment in time,
So amazing, So beautiful, So wonderful.
If you could see a feeling,
Oh the colors, the sounds you would see
Of that very first moment
Of that very first beautiful kiss
What a beautiful gift, That beautiful first
KISS
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Lost In Life Found In Love
 
Lost In Life Found In Love
 
When you find yourself lost and the world doesn’t know your name.
When you stand alone, who will save you, who will take the blame.
When all things around you are with out meaning.
And all you can do is think of dreaming
Who will hold you when the lights go out?
Who will be there when you want to shout?
Who will be there when the stars fall from the sky?
Who will put the fire out when you start to cry?
When the sun grows silent and the noise blinds you with light.
Who will be there to shield you from the night?
When your heart is hurting and your blood is burning.
When you feel no one understands,
when your life keeps you in circles turning.
I cross my heart and promise to,
I will be there… I will be there for you.
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